
Monte dei Paschi di Siena (pictured 
above), the world’s oldest bank, is in 
trouble. In October it failed the Euro-
pean Banking Authority’s stress test 
and had its rating cut to junk. The bank, 
which is struggling to navigate Italy’s 
recession and the euro zone debt crisis, 
is a powerful symbol of the sector’s woes. 
Banking, which like Monte dei Paschi 
di Siena itself, dates back to the time of 
the Medicis, is being hit with a double 
whammy: a tanking global economy and 
disintermediation by Internet and tel-
ecom players, with dire consequences.

Erosion of market share by new en-
trants offering payments and financing 

is a serious threat to traditional players. 
Valuations for companies like Square ($3.7 
billion) and Xoom ($1 billion) illustrate the 
seismic shift in capital flows away from 
traditional institutions like Monte dei Pas-
chi di Siena, which has been operating 
without interruption for five centuries, to 
new players that have sprung up overnight. 
When you add in threats posed by telcos in 
payments and personal finance start-ups 
like Mint, banks are facing the possibility 
of increased marginalization, leading to a 
dramatic fall in profitability.

Just as telecoms companies risk becom-
ing dumb pipes, banks could be relegated 
to a role as clearing houses.

The Society for Worldwide Interbank 
Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT), 
a global organization that each day handles 

financial transactions such as wire trans-
fers for more than 9,000 banks, wants to 
help the industry forge a very different 
type of future, one that will place banks 
at the nexus of the digital economy. Such 
a position could bring in new revenue 
streams from a whole range of innova-
tive new services.

Innotribe, the innovation arm of 
SWIFT, is proposing a way for banks to 
become the brokers for all types of ex-
changes of digital data. It wants to build 
the underlying infrastructure, called the 
digital asset grid (DAG), to bring bank-
grade identity, privacy and security to 
the global exchange of any digital asset 
between any parties. If it works, banks 
will make more money, make their exist-
ing customers happier, and attract new 
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business. The possibilities of leveraging 
customer data – with their permission – 
for e-commerce transactions and more, 
factoring in presence and preferences, are 
tantalizing. They promise, for example, to 
make each retail customer feel he or she 
has his or her own personal banker.

DAG could give banks an affordable 
platform from which to launch their own 
data-driven services and a powerful prod-
uct to sell to non-banks to power existing 
and planned data services, placing banks at 
the very heart of digital commerce.

“The situation in banking globally is 
that interest rates are compressed, FX 
is compressed and fees are compressed, 
which means that a whole bunch of rev-
enue sources that we used to have as an in-
dustry are now eroding – it may not erode 
to zero but it can erode to a level that is 
challenging,” says Antonio F. Benjamin, 
Citigroup’s global chief technology officer 
and managing director of global transac-
tion services. “Banks who do not evaluate 
and assess both the risks and opportunity 
of (the DAG) do it at their own peril.”

A working DAG prototype – including 
sample services for both retail and corpo-
rate customers — will be revealed during 
Sibos, an annual conference that gathers 
8,500 banks from around the world, which 
this year will take place in Osaka, Japan 
from October 29th to November 1st.

Data is becoming a new type of raw ma-
terial, on a par with capital and labor, ac-
cording to a 2011 World Economic Forum 

The world’s oldest bank, Italy’s Monte dei Paschi 
di Siena, operational since 1472, is being hit by the 
economic climate and faces the same challenge 
in adapting to the Internet age as the rest of the 
sector. Non-traditional players — including Silicon 
Valley giants Apple, Google and Facebook — are 
changing the way banks’ customers behave, think 
and demand services, forcing banks to adapt or risk 
being disintermediated. An initiative by SWIFT, the 
global services provider, promises to help banks fight  
back, by placing them at the nexus of e-commerce 
transactions and serve as the platform of choice for 
storing and exchanging digital data.
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would be that between the banks there 
is a fee scheme whereby one bank can 
basically compensate the other bank for 
doing that work, and ensure that the data 
provided by these companies is correct,” 
says Deutsche Banks’ Matthys. “This 
would take a bit of cost out of the net-
work because this whole verification and 
due diligence could be done only once.”

Other types of services being piloted 
over a prototype of the DAG are aimed at 
retail banking customers. They include 
so-called “intent casting,” a means to allow 
buyers to more effectively and efficiently 
broadcast their purchase plans and qualify 
the sellers. An example that will be shown 
in a film to be aired at Sibos portrays a 
woman who wants to buy a second-hand 

motorcycle over a secure and trusted net-
work provided by the DAG. All the infor-
mation and attributes required for trusted 
relationships to develop between buyer 
and seller – proof of ownership, contact 
info, product history, buyer reputation 
— are shared and verified through the 
intent casting app using the DAG. The app 
manages the secure and selective sharing 
of verified data at every stage, from con-
necting parties to fulfillment.

With the permission of both buyer and 
seller, follow-on services, such as bids to 
provide insurance to the new owner of the 
motorcycle, would also be provided. Banks 
could take a cut for brokering such services.

“Intent casting can truly turn e-com-
merce on its head,” says Drummond, 
Managing Director of Respect Networks 
and an advisor to the DAG. “Rather than 
you doing all the work shopping, you just 
tell a smart intent casting app what you’re 
looking for, and it uses the Digital Asset 
Grid to find the qualified sellers that meet 
your criteria — including seller reputa-
tion. It’s a peer-to-peer eBay.”

DAG will also encompass the Internet 
of Things, envisioning a time in the not-
too-distant future when an owner might 
text a motorcycle he owns and tell it to go 
sell itself on eBay. In this case the machine 
would trigger the intent casting.

The market for services that support 
individuals in making decisions on prod-
ucts and services by aggregating relevant 
data is estimated to account for 5% of total 
retail sales revenues by 2020, according 
to Ctrl-Shift, a consultancy specializing in 
consumer empowerment which has been 
advising Innotribe on the DAG project.

A key to making this all work is putting 
consumers and corporates alike in the 
driver’s seat: allowing them to decide 

who gets access to their data and under 
what conditions. Enter Fidor Safe, a per-
sonal data store that is being tested as 
part of the DAG project. Fidor Safe is a 
personal virtual safety deposit box for an 
individual’s or company’s data. Through 
a suite of tools, users can upload, cat-
egorize and set permissions on the data 
and then share data with trusted parties. 
Business models are still evolving but 
banks could serve as brokers, charging 
a per-transaction commission. 

 excHanging digiTal asseTs 

Forever Cloud Address book, an appli-
cation developed by Respect Corporation, 
is designed to ensure that peer-to-peer 
connections on the DAG stay up to date. 
The goal of Forever is to eliminate the 
time, cost and complexity of address book 
synchronization. It creates a single store 
of all address book contacts in the cloud 
so they can be easily shared across all 
your devices and applications. Using the 
DAG, it can create connections between 
a user’s address book and that of personal 
and business contacts using Forever. The 
concept is that change-of-address up-
dates can flow automatically to any party 
and device on which Forever runs and 
the connections will be maintained as 
long as both parties desire to keep them.

Innotribe paints a compelling case for 
why a network that can securely and effi-
ciently underpin the exchange of all sorts 
of digital assets is needed and the kind of 
services that could be created. If banks 
don’t do it others will: telecom operators 
such as AT&T and Telefonica are explor-
ing such offerings; Google, Facebook and 
Microsoft are building cloud-based data 
sharing services.

But moving DAG out of the Innotribe 
incubator and rolling it out across the 
globe will require funding and coordina-
tion across industries, says Kosta Peric, 
head of innovation at SWIFT. DAG “pro-
poses a simple and elegant solution to the 
problem of online trust, reputation and 
data ownership,” says Peric. “It is now 
up to the industry – banks, telcos, VCs, 
technology partners – to take it forward.”

report, Personal Data: The Emergence of 
a New Asset Class? Some of the largest 
Internet companies, including Google 
and Facebook, reap most of the profits 
from collecting, aggregating, analyzing 
and monetizing personal data.

Today, from a consumer’s or corpo-
rate’s perspective, the data exists in silos. 
The goal is to liberate the data, and bring it 
together in a secure place where a person 
or a corporation could easily access this in-
formation and decide how best to use and 
share it. If not just the banks but the smart-
est developers could build apps on top of 
such permission-based data, it would open 
up a realm of new possibilities.

Some of these opportunities are 
outlined in a report entitled Privacy by 
Design and the Emerging Personal Data 
Ecosystem, prepared by Ann Cavoukian, 
the Information and Privacy Commis-
sioner of Ontario, Canada, in collaboration 
with Innotribe and others; the report is 
scheduled to be released at Sibos.  “Ana-
lyzing information about our own pur-
chases, payments and habits could make 
us smarter financially,” says the report. 
“Mashing together health records with 
dietary and exercise tracking could make 
us healthier. We could use our informa-
tion to signal purchase intent directly 
to retailers, earning us better offers and 
allowing our favorite stores to create more 
satisfying and welcoming relationships 
with us. From a productivity perspec-
tive, we could use the data in our vault 
to literally make form filling obsolete and 
reclaim tens of billions of wasted hours 
annually across the globe.”

The opportunity for data-driven ser-
vices is huge. Gartner estimates that by 
2015 consumers will spend $2.8 trillion 
annually on digital information and en-
tertainment products and services. The 
total value that could be unleashed by 
removing inefficiencies associated with 
the global supply chain is estimated to be 
between $750 billion and over $2 trillion.

But grabbing this opportunity will re-
quire banks to change their mindsets and 
model their future on that of Apple, the 
company behind the iPhone, iPad and 
iTunes. Rather than continuing to build 
walled gardens – a strategy that has failed 
miserably in the telecom industry — fi-
nancial institutions could instead provide 
the platform that will allow others to help 
create new innovative services, placing 
banks in a central role, similar to that of 
Apple with its App store.

Twelve banks, including the top five 
global banks — Citi, HSBC, JPMC, BNP 
and Deutsche Bank — have been working 
closely with Innotribe on the business 
proposition for DAG.

“I think we at Deutsche Bank are cer-
tainly willing to support DAG,” says Geert 
Matthys, Deutsche Bank’s director of cli-
ent access implementation and services 
in the global transaction sector. “We see 
demand from our own clients and also for 
our own purposes – that is why we are 
pretty enthusiastic about the initiative.”

 ING Bank says it can envision DAG 
services that aggregate and optimize 
the financial flows of mid-sized corpo-
rations and retail customers, says Saul 
van Beurden, ING’s CIO, Retail Banking 
International. ING also envisions DAG 
providing a faster connection with al-
ternative distribution channels like car 
dealer networks for car loans, he says.

“Last year the Digital Asset Grid ses-
sion was a promising new concept,” says 
Respect Networks Corp. Managing Direc-
tor Drummond Reed, one of a number of 
Silicon Valley thought leaders recruited 
by SWIFT as advisers on the project. 
“This year, with a real prototype, dem-
onstration apps, and an extensive business 
analysis, it is much more real — and the 
banks appear to understand its extraordi-
nary potential. I’m optimistic this could be 
the breakthrough from financial banking 
into digital data banking.”

 wHy swifT? 

Others have tried and failed to play a 
key role in securing and disseminating 
personal data. Microsoft tried to intro-
duce something similar 10 years ago with 
its Passport and Hailstorm initiatives; 
Intel, Sun, Oracle and AOL attempted to 
develop such as service through a group 
called the Liberty Alliance.

SWIFT argues that it is well placed 
to offer an independent, open network 
enabling peer-to-peer sharing in real time 
of any sort of data. Since 1973 SWIFT has 
provided a shared data processing and 
communication link for banks, using a 
common language for international finan-
cial transactions. Providing this service, 

SWIFT argues, has given the organization 
expertise in governance, security, creating 
and policing the rules of the game, trust 
frameworks and change management.

 digiTal daTa seRvices 

To build out the technology necessary 
to underpin the DAG Innotribe’s Peter 
Vander Auwera has recruited a number 
of technology players to develop the back 
end. They include Kynetx, a Utah-based 
platform-as- a-service company, Respect 
Network Corporation, a company in San 
Francisco that bills itself as world’s first 
trusted personal data network, and Germa-
ny’s Fidor Bank (see the story on page 11).

Banks surveyed by Innotribe said 
they see the biggest opportunity in B2B 
services. One such service developed by 
Innotribe with the help of Xenapto, a pro-
vider of relationship tools, links business 
projects with investors. Future services 
could include improving transactions in 
trade finance between banks and vari-
ous parts of the supply chain. This data 
is currently dispersed between the bank, 
corporates and the corporates’ banks. 
Having real-time access to this data would 
reduce the time taken to complete trans-
actions, reduce risk, and lower frictions 
in the overall supply chain.

 “We could already see a new business 
model similar to correspondent banking, 
whereby just as we use banks to make 
payments, we could use other banks to 
ensure that data updated in DAG is cor-
rect and can we trust it – and so – if for 
a certain type of data we have this kind 
of correspondent bank to ensure the in-
formation is trusted, the business model 
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“last year the digital 
Asset Grid session was a 
promising new concept,” 
says drummond reed, one 
of a number of Silicon Valley 
thought leaders recruited 
by SWIFT as advisers on the 
project. This year, with a real 
prototype, demonstration 
apps, and an extensive 
business analysis, it is much 
more real — and the banks 
appear to understand its 
extraordinary potential. I’m 
optimistic this could be the 
breakthrough from financial 
banking into digital data 
banking.”

By enabling individuals, small businesses 
and other parties to store and manage their 
data, opens up a new market and revenue 
streams for the service itself and for the data 
sharing it makes possible.

creates the infrastructure for the collection 
and sharing of reputation data reducing risk, 
speeding due diligence processes and ena-
bling more transactions to happen.

Enables new markets for buyers to signal 
their intention to buy, and for these intentions 
to be automatically matched against seller 
inventories. Strips out guesswork, error and 
waste from marketing and sales processes 
while generating new revenue streams.

Services offering a central interface for data 
about all customer’s valuable assets. offers 
more streamlined management and sharing 
of information about assets with multiple 
parties. Enables better management & advice 
that maximizes value of all assets.

Services which co-ordinate tasks and events 
between various entities and parties around 
specific life events, e.g., having a baby/retir-
ing, etc.

New role as intermediary acting for owners 
of data assets to help them leverage and 
monetize their data: new value to customers, 
new revenue streams.

RePuTaTion managemenT 
seRvices

inTenT casTing/maTcHmaking 
seRvices

daTa asseT managemenT/
advice seRvices

life managemenT seRvices

daTa BRokeRage seRvices

daTa sToRe seRvices
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Below:  respect corporation’s Forever cloud Address book app

Examples of Innovative Services That could Be Enabled By SWIFT’s digital Asset Grid

Above:   Information required for trusted relationships between buyer and seller can be 
shared and verified through an intent casting app using the dAG.Address book app
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banks For a better world? It’s Time For  
A Social Stock 
ExchangeIt has been a year since SWIFT 

launched an initiative called Banks 
For A Better World. And it still sounds 
like an oxymoron. The past 12 months 
have been wracked by banking scan-
dals involving greed, corruption and 
mismanagement. As if that was not bad 
enough, millions of people, in both the 
developed and emerging markets, are 
still not being served at all by banks.

As Nobel Prize winner Muhammad 
Yunus, a scheduled speaker at Sibos, 
points out in the guest essay he wrote for 
Informilo, there is a growing disconnect 
between the original mission of credit 
markets — to serve human needs by pro-
viding businesses with capital to start 
or expand and enabling families to buy 
homes — and the goals of many banks 
today, which center primarily on maxi-
mizing profits. Global financial services 
provider SWIFT set out a year ago to help 
address this issue, launching “Banks For a 
Better World,” led by Martine De Weirdt, 
a member of Innotribe, the innovation 
arm of SWIFT. The idea behind the initia-
tive is to explore how the core skills and 
accumulated experience of banks might 
be leveraged to better serve their existing 
customers and to significantly enlarge 
the number of people served. This year 
Innotribe is proposing specific projects 
created by social entrepreneurs that could 
help the banks do just that (see the story 
on pages 5 and 6).

At the moment there are two distinct 
financial systems: the mainstream one, 
which includes financial institutions, 
commercial banks, investment banks, 
regulators, stock exchanges and SWIFT, 
and the alternative social financial system, 
with ethical and alternative banks, their 

federations and associations, social stock 
exchanges and social investment funds.

There are few connections between 
the mainstream and alternative financial 
systems, leading to gaps in current offer-
ings. For example, there are no funding 
instruments between microcredits and 
big loans, and access to finance is still 
a big issue for a large proportion of the 
world population.

Why should traditional banks care? 
They risk being disintermediated if they 
do not expand financial instruments to 
include services such as mobile pay-
ments for the unconnected and unbanked. 
What’s more, the opportunity to service 
customers that have no connection with 
mainstream banks is huge – in terms of 
both bringing in new sources of revenue 
and in doing good.

Indeed, the Ashoka projects that will 
be presented at Sibos “are not nice-to-
have extras; they point to the emergence 
of very large markets — not today’s – but 
tomorrow’s,” says Felix Oldenburg, Eu-
rope leader for Ashoka, a global organiza-
tion that identities and invests in social 
entrepreneurs.

One big underserved market is chil-
dren. “There are 350 million economi-
cally-active children in the world – one 
in four – and that is not going to change,” 
says Oldenburg. “We can keep these chil-
dren unbanked, which means they will 
not be able to save or will be forced to 
rely on adults to make decisions and they 
will start life as financial dependents as 
opposed to being economically active and 
financially responsible.”

Enter Ashoka project Children & 
Youth Finance International (http://
childfinanceinternational.org), a year-old 
organization which aims to help children 
rise out of poverty by teaching them fi-
nancial awareness and giving them access 
to financial services. Almost 20 million 
children have been reached by Child & 
Youth Finance International, and the goal 
is to increase that number to 100 million 
in 100 countries by 2015.

A few Ashoka projects that will be 
presented at Sibos include financing the 
debt of cities through human capital per-
formance bonds and connecting SMEs to 
capital. Others center on bringing banking 
to the unbanked, both in emerging and 
developed markets.

What is needed is to think outside the 
box, says Julius Akinyemi, the initiator of 
a project called Unleashing the Wealth of 
Nations and a resident entrepreneur at 
the MIT Media Lab in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts. Akinyemi, a native of Nigeria, 
is exploring the commercialization of 
technology innovation to empower people 
in developing nations, so that they may 
invent new opportunities for themselves 
and their societies.

Akinyemi, a scheduled speaker at Si-
bos, is proposing leveraging new tech-
nology to create a local and nationwide 
“eRegistry” of all assets such as land, 
real property, farms and even cows and 
goats, that could be converted into a 
globally-understood and -accepted com-
mon currency. The convergence of new 
technologies has the potential to enable 
asset owners, regardless of location or 

type of asset, to partake in an artificial 
nervous systems that can begin to sense, 
capture, record, transmit and even value 
an asset in nanoseconds via the eRegistry, 
he says. Such a registry could be used by 
governments to track revenue generation 
and population growth, and for disease 
control. It could also be used to predict 
future pricing of assets and local market 
behaviors and to allow another, more 
global perspective of individual and com-
munal wealth to emerge.

The hope is that the eRegistry could 
enable the building of an Entrepreneur-
ial Information Exchange Platform that 
could be analogous to a real-time global 
commerce commodities trading floor. Ak-
inyemi envisions the exchange platform 
being used to allow for various “match 
ups” between small businesses and micro 
lenders and as an open platform for vir-
tual doctors and health care services, local 
commodities trading and as a quantitative 
tool for microcredit lending efficiency.

Bringing about financial inclusion 
through new tools will go a long way 
towards improving the world and estab-
lishing creditability and viability for the 
banking sector, says Ashoka’s Oldenburg. 
But first banks need to stop focusing just 
on maximizing profits and “help more 
people to do more with their lives,” he 
says. “That is the conversation we would 
like to get started.” If that conversation 
turns to concrete action maybe next year 
“banks for a better world” will sound 
more credible. 

Many of the problems in the world to-
day persist because of a too-narrow 
interpretation of capitalism. Most 
businesses today are run based on the 
assumption that people are selfish and 
interested solely in maximizing their 
own profit. This is a very one-dimen-
sional view of humans who in reality 
are very multidimensional. As much 
as selfishness is part of us, so is selfless-
ness, but the selfless dimension is not 
taken into account.        

 When the microcredit movement was 
launched in Bangladesh in 1983, people 
were traditionally deemed too poor to 
be credit-worthy to receive small loans, 
enabling them to develop their own busi-
nesses. There is something fundamentally 
wrong with an institution that leaves out 
more than half the world population be-
cause they are not considered credit-wor-
thy. Banks explain that poor people are 
not credit-worthy but the real question to 
ask is whether banks are people-worthy? 
In the context of the total collapse of the 
financial system today, this question be-
comes more relevant and urgent.

My colleagues and I at the Grameen 
Bank in Bangladesh shared the Nobel 
Prize for our work over the past quarter 
of a century helping some of the world’s 
poorest people raise themselves out of 
poverty. Since starting the bank, we have 
lent more than $7 billion to 8.4 million 
people. Our repayment rate is 98% and 
now there are microcredit programs 
around the world.

The global financial crisis has dem-
onstrated serious shortcomings in areas 
of the banking system. It’s converting 
the marketplace into a casino. It’s no 
longer business; it’s outright gambling, 
excessive greed and irresponsible capi-
talism. Whichever way you look at it, it’s 
something to do with the irresponsible 
behaviour of people in charge of the 
marketplace. This is where the idea of 
social business comes in; non-loss, non-
dividend companies that address social 
goals – solving the basic deficiency of 
present-day capitalism.

Credit markets were originally created 
to serve human needs, to provide busi-
nessess with capital to start or expand, 
and to enable families to buy homes. In 
recent years, however, the credit markets 
have been distorted by a relative handful 

of people and companies with a different 
goal in mind — to earn unrealistically high 
rates of return through clever feats of 
financial engineering. With the collapse of 
the housing market in the United States, 
the whole house of cards has come down. 
Millions of people around the world who 
did nothing wrong, played no part in the 
crisis, are suffering. And the worst effects, 
as usual, have been felt by the poor.

But the crisis has also presented an 
opportunity to reform financial institu-
tions.  Will history repeat itself after two 
years or so of suffering, or will we be more 
cautious, so that when things start mov-
ing again, we are not waiting for another, 
possibly bigger crash?

The concept of microcredit is not lim-
ited to poor, developing countries. Even 
in the richest country in the world, the 
U.S., there are people who cannot access 
its financial services; they don’t qualify 
in the eyes of the banking system. So we 
need a financial system that will address 
those people. This is where the idea of 
social business comes in.

A social business seeks to change the 
world in a self-sustaining way. Charity is 
a great idea, but its impact is limited by 
the fact that money spent on charity never 
comes back to the donor and therefore 
has no opportunity to do good a second or 
third time. In a social business, the same 
amount of money is used again and again.

Individuals and corporations may run 
social businesses with all or part of their 
philanthropy money. If the corporate phi-
lanthropy money is used by the business-
es to create and market goods and services 
that help people and improve the world, 
then imagine the impact as the money 
is recycled repeatedly for social causes.  
Each person or corporation could create 
a unique range of social businesses. We 
can also create social business funds to 
pool funds from many investors — small, 
medium, or big — and invest them in so-
cial businesses.

Creativity is the heart of social business. 
Human beings have unlimited creative ca-
pacities. Our job is to create a framework 
within which these capacities can be un-
leashed and utilized to solve the massive 
problems that we’ve created over centu-
ries. We have the potential; we simply 
need the conceptual framework, institu-
tions, and technology.  Social business 
makes the entry to this new world easier.

To connect investors with social busi-
nesses, we will need to create a social 
stock market where only shares of social 
businesses will be traded. An investor 
will come to this stock exchange in or-
der to find a social business, which has a 
mission to his or her liking, just as some-
one who wants to make money goes to 
the existing stock market.

To enable a social stock exchange to 
perform properly, we will need to create 
rating agencies, standardization of termi-
nology, definitions, impact measurement 
tools, reporting formats, and new financial 
publications. Business schools will need 
to offer courses and business manage-
ment degrees to train young managers 
how to manage social businesses in the 
most efficient manner, and, most of all, 
to inspire them to become social business 
entrepreneurs themselves.

These goals may sound impractical but 
no one would have predicted the current 
success of microcredit back in the 1970s.  
Like social business, microcredit started 

small. It began in one village, and today 
it’s a global phenomenon because many 
of us have worked to develop that seed. 
Social business is developing the same 
way. The first seeds have already been 
planted; some are already sprouting and 
producing wonderful fruits. In Bangla-
desh, we have created Grameen Danone 
Foods Ltd., Grameen Veolia Water Ltd., 
Grameen GC Eye Care Hospital Ltd., 
Grameen Caledonian College of Nursing, 
Grameen Shakti Ltd., Grameen UNIQLO 
Ltd., BASF Grameen Ltd., Grameen Intel 
Ltd., Grameen Yukiguni Maitake Ltd., 
Grameen Distribution, Grameen Fabrics 
and Fashion Ltd., and Grameen Felissimo 
Ltd.  Social businesses have also spread 
to other corners of the world. Examples 
include the Holistic Social Business 
Movement of Caldas (HSBM) in Co-
lombia; Grameen Creative Lab (GCL) in 
Weisbaden, Germany; Starshea Social 
Business Solution in Ghana; and Yunus 
Social Business (YSB) in both Haiti and 
in Albania. 

People are expressing an interest in 
learning more about the concept of so-
cial business. So, we have opened up re-
search centers at locations around the 
world. They inclue Yunus Center at AIT 
in Bangkok, Thailand; Yunus Social Busi-
ness Center at University of Florence in 
Italy; Muhammad Yunus International 
Center for Microfinance and Social Busi-
ness at Okan University in Turkey; Yunus 
& Shiiki Social Business Research Centre 
(SBRC) and Grameen Technology Lab 
(GTL) at Kyushu University in Japan; 
The Yunus Centre for Social Business and 
Health at Glasgow Caledonian University 
in Scotland; and Rikkyo-Grameen Creative 
Lab (GRCL) at Rikkyo University in Japan.

The challenge now is to spread the seeds 
to villages, cities, regions, and countries 
everywhere so that the benefits of social 
business will have a chance to take root 
wherever social problems remain unsolved.

 

Why should traditional 
banks care? They risk being 
disintermediated if they do not 
expand financial instruments 
to include services such as 
mobile payments for the 
unconnected and unbanked. 
What’s more, the opportunity 
to service customers that 
have no connection with 
mainstream banks is huge – 
in terms of both bringing in 
new sources of revenue and 
in doing good.

To connect investors with 
social businesses, we will 
need to create a social stock 
market where only shares 
of social businesses will 
be traded. An investor will 
come to this stock exchange 
in order to find a social 
business, which has a mission 
to his or her liking, just as 
someone who wants to make 
money goes to the existing 
stock market.

 
By jeNNIFeR L. sCheNkeR

 
By NObeL PRIze wINNeR MuhaMMad yuNus, FOuNdeR, gRaMeeN baNk
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Ashoka, the global organization that 
identities and invests in social entre-
preneurs, is aiming to help the world’s 
banks launch a social finance innova-
tion platform.

A manifesto developed last year by 
Ashoka and Innotribe, the innovation 
arm of financial services provider SWIFT, 
points out that consumers are demanding 
more transparency and a better balance be-
tween profit and social values. Martine De 
Weirdt, the member of the Innotribe team 
driving an initiative called Banks for A Bet-
ter World, is exploring whether there is a 
role for SWIFT to rally the banks around 
social financing (see the story on page 4).

To this end, SWIFT is proposing to 
explore the benefit of collaboration 
with Ashoka on concrete initiatives 
that would allow banks and financial 
institutions to widen their focus. At Si-
bos Osaka, a gathering of 8,500 banks, 
Ashoka fellows will present existing, 
scalable projects to address financial 
inclusion, financial literacy, and new 
banking products and services. If the 
industry supports Innotribe’s imitative, 
financial institutions might indeed come 
to be seen as “banks for a better world.” 
Read on to find out more about the pro-
jects being presented.

 giving cHildRen a financial  
 educaTion 

Jeroo Billimoria has an ambitious goal: 
help the  2.2. billion children who do not 
have access to a financial education and 
financial services learn the importance of 
savings and other financial basics. This 
is everybody’s problem because a cul-
ture of debt and a general failure by 
many people to understand the basics 
of finance led to poor financial deci-
sions that ultimately played a role in the 
current financial crisis, she says. “The 
future of the world economy is in dan-
ger if we don’t give tomorrow’s adults 
the ability to manage their finances,” 
says Billimoria.

Billimoria, a native of India, is the 
founder of Children & Youth Finance 
International (http://childfinanceinterna-

tional.org), a year-old organization which 
aims to help children rise out of poverty 
by teaching them financial awareness 
and giving them access to financial ser-
vices. Almost 20 million children have 
been reached by Child & Youth Finance 
International and Billimoria wants to in-
crease that number to 100 million in 100 
countries by 2015.

Rather than have Child & Youth Fi-
nance International go it alone, Billimo-
ria, an entrepreneur at heart, is aiming 
to create a movement of like-minded 
organizations that coordinate and share 
best practices.

Before setting up Child & Youth Fi-
nance International Billimoria was execu-
tive director of Aflatoun, a child savings 
and financial education organization. 
Aflatoun has had success teaching poor 
children to save, busting a myth that this 
was not possible, but she wanted to reach 
what she has called “the next level” by 
actually providing the financial services.

Before turning to financial services, Bil-
limoria had set up Childline India Foun-
dation and Child Helpline International 
in a bid to reach out to children in need 

through emergency call-in centers. That 
entrepreneurial spirit will have her mov-
ing on again soon.

 faiR finance 

“Reshaping finance is a huge task and 
I want to take on several aspects of this 
space so I am handing over CYFI, but I 
will remain in the space,” says Billimoria.

After working in Bangladesh with 
microfinance pioneer Muhammad Yu-
nus, the Nobel Prize-winning founder 
of Grameen Bank, and witnessing first-

hand how microcredit can help people 
emerge from poverty, Faisel Rahman 
returned to his home in London and 
asked himself a simple question: Why 
can’t we do that here?

And so he created Fair Finance (www.
fairfinance.org.uk), which offers a range 
of financial products and services to peo-
ple in the greater London area who have 
traditionally not had access to loans, 
bank accounts and other things many 
people take for granted. Rahman, who 
founded Fair Finance in 2005 and serves 
as managing director, wants to reach the 
estimated 20% of the working popula-
tion in the United Kingdom who are 
being overlooked.

Many of those not being served by tra-
ditional banks turn to loan sharks or pay-
day lenders for credit that can sometimes 
cost several thousand percent in interest.

Fair Finance not only offers reasonable 
interest rates for people needing a loan to 
tide them over to payday, but also gives 
loans for business start-ups.

 Banking THe unBanked 

Brian Richardson estimates that 70% 
of the one billion people in Africa do not 
have access to banking services. That is 
why he founded WIZZIT (www.wizzit.
co.za), which offers mobile-based banking 
services in six African countries.

“Our philosophy is one of bringing the 

bank to the people rather than the tradi-
tional bank paradigm of getting the people 
to come to the bank,” says Richardson. 
“You can only do this through technology 
that makes the solution affordable to the 
lower end of the market. It would be a 
mistake, however, to believe the solution 
to the unbanked is solely about technol-
ogy. Technology is the enabler but it has 
to be driven by a passionate business case 
and model.”

 Human caPiTal PeRfoRmance   
 Bonds 

South Africa-based WIZZIT offers its 
almost 5 million clients a low-cost bank 
account that uses mobile phones to make 
payments, money transfers and prepaid 
purchases. Clients also get a debit card 
that can be used in retail stores.

The vast majority of customers WIZZIT 
signs up have never had a bank account or 
have only used banks to withdraw cash. 

“In developing the WIZZIT model and 
product we always had to bear four criti-
cal aspects in mind: affordability, acces-
sibility, availability and relevance,” says 
Richardson, who was born in Uganda to 
Irish parents, moved to Kenya, and then 
did most of his schooling in South Africa. 
“The main competition comes from the 
mattress, which has no perceived cost, 
is accessible and available and for those 
without financial education is relevant.”

WIZZIT has launched with partner 
banks in Zambia, Tanzania, Rwanda, 
Botswana, Namibia and South Africa as 
well as in Romania. Richardson says other 
deals are imminent in Africa and he aims 
soon to boost WIZZIT’s number of clients 
ten times to 50 million.

“That would still only be scratching 
the surface,” says Richardson, 55, who 
is WIZZIT’s managing director. “With 
3 billion people in the world financially 
excluded, the market is enormous and 
our vision is to make economic citizens 
of all these people denied access to even 
a basic bank account.”

 BoosTing small Business 

With government coffers everywhere 
under strain, it is becoming increasing hard 
for politicians and non-profit organizations 
to fund social services such as anti-poverty 
programs, drug treatment initiatives and 
supplemental education. Steve Rothschild, 
a former executive vice president of US food 
giant General Mills, thinks he has a solution.

Rothschild founded Invest in Out-
comes (http://investinoutcomes.org) 
to develop the idea of human capital 
performance bonds, or “hucaps,” that 
would be issued by the state of Minne-
sota and sold to private investors such 
as banks, individuals or pension funds 
just as traditional municipal bonds are.

Though similar to municipal bonds, 
Hucaps focus their funding on social en-
terprises. Proceeds from the sale of hucaps 
enter a pool that gets distributed to provid-
ers of services that have demonstrated 

their economic benefit to the state. The 
bigger the benefit to the state – which pays 
the interest on the bond and then pays it 
off with the cash flow created by increased 
tax revenue and cost savings generated by 
the service provider that received funding 
– the higher the disbursement.

The Minnesota legislature approved a 
$10 million pilot hucap and is still in the 
process of deciding which social services 
will be funded.

Rothschild, who serves as Invest in 
Outcomes’ president, in 1994 founded 
Twin Cities RISE!, an organization fight-
ing poverty in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul 
area by providing long-term job training 
for adults to help them get full-time jobs 
paying a living wage.

In the world of entrepreneurship 
there is an over-looked group of budding 
businesses that are too big for microfi-
nance lending and yet too small to turn 
to traditional banks. Ben Powell calls 
them the “missing middle.”

To serve those entrepreneurs in 
developing economies Powell, an 
Ashoka Fellow, founded Agora Part-
nerships (http://agorapartnerships.
org), which offers small and medium 
companies throughout Latin America 
a business accelerator that helps put 
them in contact with a network of 
investors and consultants.

“It’s a problem for entrepreneurs to 
access capital if they don’t have collat-
eral; banks don’t want to take the risk and 
there are almost zero angel investors,” 
says Powell.

“This is beginning to change which is 
very exciting,” he says. “If we collectively 
can get the right kind of human, social, and 
financial capital to those entrepreneurs 
who can use it to create impact, we change 
the world.”

Powell, 42, who has an MBA from 
Columbia in New York and a Master’s 
in Foreign Service from Georgetown 
in Washington, D.C., concentrates the 
efforts of the Agora Accelerator on en-
trepreneurs who have proven they are 
capable of success on their own, but are 
convinced that with the addition of social, 
human and financial capital they could 
expand their businesses.

Companies that turn to the Agora Ac-
celerator usually have identified a need 
to borrow more than $50,000. The av-
erage size of deals for companies that 
have participated in the program is about 
$250,000. Companies usually have at least 
$50,000 in annual revenue when they 
enter the program, though the average 
in the last two sessions was $325,000.

children & youth Finance International aims to help children rise out of poverty by teaching them financial 
awareness and giving them access to financial services.  

Fair Finance provides financial services for low-income communities that would typically turn to payday lenders

“It’s a problem for 
entrepreneurs to access 
capital if they don’t have 
collateral; banks don’t want 
to take the risk and there are 
almost zero angel investors,” 
says Powell. “This is beginning 
to change which is very 
exciting. If we collectively can 
get the right kind of human, 
social, and financial capital to 
those entrepreneurs who can 
use it to create impact, we 
change the world.”

Can banks Play a Role 
in social Change?

 
By eRIC syLveRs

“Somewhere along the way 
our banks have forgotten 
everyone needs access to 
appropriate and affordable 
financial services,” says 
rahman. “Fair Finance is 
trying to fix that problem by 
reminding people that humans 
are just as important as the 
product themselves, and that 
if we start with the people 
who’ve been left behind we 
can redesign our approach to 
finance.”

SWIFT is exploring the benefit of collaboration with Ashoka to promote concrete 
initiatives that would allow banks and financial institutions to widen their focus and find 
a better balance between profit and social values.
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currently supports Austria, Croatia, Hungary, 
and Slovenia; Germany and other countries 
will be added in Q4 2012.

 PlaymooHaH* 

(www.PLayMOOhah.COM)
sINgaPORe
What it does: Designs technology for children 
that ties money management to real life, real 
dollars and real impact.
Why it’s hot: The company leverages game 
mechanics for behavioral change, empowering 
children with the curiosity, knowledge, skills, 
and tools needed for financial capability. 
Parents have a separate platform to monitor, 
reward, and engage with their child’s progress, 
guiding good role-modeling behavior in the 
family based on the child’s money habits.

 snaPPay* 

(www.sNaP-Pay.COM)
haMILtON, ONtaRIO, CaNada
What it does: Turns a smartphone into a 
point-of-sale machine without the need for 
additional hardware.
Why it’s hot: Merchants of any size can start to 
accept mobile payments in minutes rather than 
waiting days for an attachment in the mail. 
Snappay’s technology motivates consumers to 
pay using their smartphones with incentives 
like loyalty rewards, resulting in increased sales 
for merchants and increased payment data 
analytics for financial institutions.

 xveRify coRP.* 

(www.XveRIFy.COM)
New yORk, Ny, u.s.
What it does: Integrates proven geolocation 

mobile-based technologies to securely verify a 
mobile phone’s location.
Why it’s hot: XVerify delivers “Fourth Factor” 
authentication, adding both ‘where you 
are’ and ‘who you are’ credentials. Fraud 
risk is significantly reduced based on the 
authenticating mobile device’s distance from a 
point of sale or other business, home or postal 
shipping address location, without any mobile 
app or download. The geolocation verification 
service could well become an essential part of 
the way people make and accept trustworthy 
mobile transactions.

 klaRna 

(www.kLaRNa.COM)
stOCkhOLM, swedeN
What it does: Seeks to provide a zero-friction 
online payment solution that allows 
consumers and merchants to interact with 
each other safely and simply. 
Why it’s hot: Klarna lets the consumer receive 
the goods first and pay afterwards, while the 
company assumes the credit and fraud risks 
for the merchants. Klarna is one of Europe’s 
fastest-growing companies; in the past even 
years it has grown to 700 employees operating 
in seven European countries with over seven 
million consumers.

 sQuaRe 

(www.sQuaReuP.COM)
saN FRaNCIsCO, Ca, u.s.
What it does: Revolutionizing everyday 
transactions between buyers and sellers with 
free credit card reader for the iPhone, iPad, 
and Android devices, allowing anyone to 
accept credit cards anywhere, anytime.
Why it’s hot: Over two million individuals 

and businesses can now accept credit and 
debit payments using Square. The company 
is processing over $8 billion in payments 
on an annualized basis. Closed a Series D 
financing round in September; investors 
included Starbucks. 

 wonga 

(www.wONga.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Digital, real-time short-term loans 
for consumers and businesses. 
Why it’s hot: Wonga’s technology platform 
allows it to make swift credit decisions, yet 
maintain positive cash flow with very tight 
lending restrictions (in 2011 revenue exceeded 
£73 million and profits were £16.6 million). 
Recently named the number one company in 
the Sunday Times Tech Track 100. Allegedly 
considering a stock market float in the US 
as early as next year which could value the 
company above £1 billion.

 eToRo 

(www.etORO.COM)
tORtOLa, bRItIsh vIRgIN IsLaNds
What it does: Social investment network.
Why it’s hot: 1.75 million traders have placed 
more than 17 million trades through eToro’s 
award-winning OpenBook and WebTrader 
platforms since January 2012. Traders can learn 
from each other, share live trading information 
and use their collective trading power. Received 
Best of Show at FinovateFall for its Social 
Trading Index, which enables traders to create 
their own indices and make them available to 
the eToro investment network.

 TRaxPay 

(www.tRaXPay.COM)
MOuNtaIN vIew, Ca, u.s.
What it does: Helps companies safely and 
securely manage their B2B payments online 
in real time. 
Why it’s hot: The Traxpay platform was built 
in partnership with Accenture, validated by 
SAP, and is being used by major companies 
worldwide, including Japan’s DoCoMo. 
In June the company received a $4 million 
in investment from Earlybird Ventures to 
support further expansion in Europe, and 
entry into the U.S. Online B2B payments 
represent a nearly $250 billion market with 
many inefficiencies, which represents a 
massive opportunity for this kind of innovation 
and disruption. 

 dwolla 

(www.dwOLLa.COM)
des MOINes, IOwa, u.s.
What it does: Online payment system.
Why it’s hot: Dwolla takes no percentage by 
fees; it charges 25 cents per transaction over 
$10, and transactions under $10 are free. 
Dwolla aims to create a new payment method 
that’s credit card (and credit card fee) free. 
The company now processes between 
$30 million and $50 million per month in 
transactions, both online and on mobile.

 funding ciRcle 

(www.FuNdINgCIRCLe.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Online marketplace to help 
businesses find fast finance, and investors get 
better returns.
Why it’s hot: Small, local businesses are the 
unsung heroes and driving force of the UK 
economy, employing 60% of the private sector 
workforce and generating 50% of the UK’s 
GDP. But major banks charge them high 
interest rates and fees for borrowing. Funding 
Circle empowers SMEs to choose the best deal 
for their needs. Backed by Index Ventures, 
Union Square Ventures and a number of 
prominent angel investors. More than 1,000 
businesses have borrowed £53,766,060 to date.

 BoRRo 

(www.bORRO.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Web pawnbroker; offers short-
term loans up to £1,000,000 secured against 
personal assets including jewelry, luxury 
watches, fine art, antiques, prestige and classic 
cars, fine wine and more.
Why it’s hot: Charges interest rates between 2% 
and 6% per month; as of July had made £2.5 
million in loans. Says 62% of customers are 
small business owners using Borro to provide 
working capital. In October 2012 gained £16 
million in new funding from Canaan Partners 
and Ribbit Capital. The funds will be used for 
expansion in the UK and U.S.

 TRansfeRwise 

(www.tRaNsFeRwIse.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Foreign currency transfer 
services.
Why it’s hot: Transferwise keeps currency 
transfer costs down by using the real exchange 
rate and charging a low service fee. Can 
currently handle payments between the UK 
and eurozone countries, but it’s adding more 
currencies soon. Backed by IA Ventures, 
Index Ventures, Kima Ventures, Seedcamp 
and The Accelerator Group as well as private 
individuals who have built, or are building, 
PayPal, Wonga, Skype, Betfair and Simple.com.

 BRainTRee 

(www.bRaINtReePayMeNts.COM)
ChICagO, IL, u.s.
What it does: Payment platform enabling 
merchants to accept online and mobile 
payments quickly.
Why it’s hot: One of the top mobile processors 
in the industry — empowering consumers 
and helping businesses conduct more than $1 
billion in mobile transactions annually, and 
growing fast. Overall, Braintree is processing 
more than $5 billion in payments annually for 
over 3,000 mobile and online merchants. In 
October it raised a $35 million Series B round 
of funding led by New Enterprise Associates 
(NEA) with participation from existing 
investors including Accel Partners, bringing 
total funding to $70 million. 

 demysTdaTa* 

(www.deMystdata.COM)
hONg kONg, ChINa
What it does: Helps financial institutions tap 
into the explosive growth of online, social, and 
internal data.
Why it’s hot: DemystData’s pitch is that 
financial institutions including large global 
banks, online lenders, and under-banked 
service providers can gain traction by using its 
platforms. It says it has already signed up more 
than 15 financial services providers, including 
two major international banks. It recently 
raised Series A funding from Accion and Arbor 
Partners Asia.

 gusT* 

(www.gust.COM)
New yORk, Ny, u.s.
What it does: Global platform for sourcing 
and managing seed and early-stage equity 
investments.
Why it’s hot: Gust is used by over 225,000 
early stage companies, 40,000 accredited 
investors, 800 angel networks and 200 venture 
capital funds in 95 countries. It’s the exclusive 
collaboration platform of the business angel 
federations in 15 countries; partners include 
Microsoft, the U.S. State Department and 
Startup America.

 lenddo* 

(www.LeNddO.COM)
hONg kONg, ChINa
What it does: World’s first online platform to 
empower the emerging middle class to create 
communities to build their credit worthiness 
and access localized money management tools 
and financial services.

Why it’s hot: The Lenddo community has tens 
of thousands of members in over 35 countries 
and member growth continues to double 
every 60-90 days. Investors include Accel 
Capital, Blumberg Capital, Omidyar Network, 
iNovia and Metamorphic Partners — some 
of the same investors behind the world’s top 
technology companies, from Facebook and 
Groupon to Kiva and Prosper.

 oPengamma* 

(www.OPeNgaMMa.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Creators of the first open-source 
analytics and risk management platform for 
the financial services industry.
Why it’s hot: OpenGamma aims to become 
the new standard for Quantitative Finance, 
radically democratizing the financial services 
industry and making it more transparent. In 
August it completed a $15 million Series C 
round of equity financing led by new investor 
ICAP plc,  a leading interdealer broker and 
provider of post-trade risk and information 
services. Demand for lower-cost risk analysis 
tools like OpenGamma’s is growing rapidly 
with increased regulation and rising data 
volumes; the company is well-positioned and 
well-funded to take advantage of market trends.

 Pendo sysTems* 

(www.PeNdOsysteMs.COM)
MONtCLaIR, Nj, u.s.
What it does: Offers a comprehensive solution for 
the problems that arise due to the widespread 
use of aging legacy-based accounting systems  in 
the financial services sector.
Why it’s hot: Pendo Systems is the first cross-
vertical, global investment accounting 
application to enter the market in over 20 

years.  Members of its management team have 
served in senior positions in the investment 
accounting, financial services, and financial 
technology sectors.

 THe cuRRency cloud* 

(www.theCuRReNCyCLOud.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Makes international payments 
and transfers simple.
Why it’s hot: The Currency Cloud’s service 
enables businesses to send, receive, track and 
automate their cross-currency payments 
process, significantly lowering costs and 
reducing expensive payment failures while 
increasing control and transparency. Over 
250,000 businesses and consumers have 
access to the company’s cross-border 
payment capabilities through 100 application 
partners and financial institutions. 

 claveo sofTwaRe* 

(www.CLaveO.COM)
saN FRaNCIsCO, Ca, u.s.
What it does: Secure and easy-to-use 
smartphone-based authentication system.
Why it’s hot: The service allows users to secure 
online log-ins, reject fraudulent credit card 
transactions, authorize wire transfers/mobile 
payments, grant access to secret company 
data, lock files to specific devices, and more, all 
through a single mobile application.

 digiTal sHadows* 

(www.dIgItaLshadOws.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Operates a B2B cyber monitoring 
service that continually assesses an 
organization’s risk of attack.
Why it’s hot: Financial sector organizations 
and their employees expose a great deal of 
information online, particularly through 
social media. Hackers increasingly use this 
information to launch tailored, focused attacks 
on their targets. Spanning over 45 million 
sources in 19 languages, Digital Shadows 
delivers an up-to-the minute “hacker’s eye 
view” of an organization, identifies risks, and 
helps clients mitigate those risks.

 funding oPTions * 

(www.FuNdINgOPtIONs.COM)
LONdON, uk
What it does: Makes it easier for small firms to 
access finance, while addressing key lender 
challenges of high administrative costs and 
poor information quality.
Why it’s hot: Winner of the UK government’s 
2011 “Tech City Launchpad” competition 
to identify London’s most promising digital 
firms, Funding Options works with many of 
the largest lenders in the UK. It can also reach 
thousands of trusted small business advisors 
through a distribution partner. 

 nesTegg* 

(www.NesteggFINteCh.COM)
New yORk, Ny, u.s.
What it does: Automates the parts of investment 
management that add cost but not value.
Why it’s hot: NestEgg offers a private-label 

financial-education and wealth management 
platform that enables users to build portfolios 
driven by clients’ investment philosophy, 
analyze accounts, and understand their 
financial situation. NestEgg management 
has worked at leading banking and wealth-
management firms such as Barclays, UBS, 
Lehman Brothers, and Deutsche Bank. More 
than 20 banks, credit unions and financial 
advisors use NestEgg today.

 P2P casH* 

(www.P2PCash.COM)
ROsweLL, ga, u.s.
What it does: A scalable mobile financial 
services solution that brings secure, low-cost 
banking to the unbanked consumer.
Why it’s hot: P2P Cash is first to market with a 
Visa clearing and settlement strategy creating 
a worldwide standard to meet the needs of 
the under-banked in emerging markets. Its 
services enable any retailer to offer money 
transfer and other financial services to any 
mobile phone user, generating new sources of 
revenue for the retailer. It is working with the 
World Bank to establish worldwide mobile 
banking standards

 PHoToPay* 

(www.PhOtOPay.Net)
zagReb, CROatIa
What it does: Bill payment by mobile; users scan 
bills with their smartphones and the service 
extracts payment info.
Why it’s hot: Photopay’s first banking customer 
increased mobile bill payment transactions 
by more than 2000%. The service works 
by recognizing specific payment slips that 
are often standard in a country. The service 

tOP 25 gLObaL 
FINaNCIaL seRvICes 
staRt-uPs 

To identify the most promising financial services companies 
across the globe, Informilo asked some of the most active 
investors in the sector to nominate and evaluate 10 companies 
outside their own portfolios. The other 15 companies (marked 
with an asterisk) are the finalists in a competition organized 
by Innotribe, the innovation arm of SWIFT, the global financial 
services provider.  The 15 Innotribe finalists have been invited to 
present at Sibos, an annual conference organized by SWIFT which 
gathers 8,500 banks from around the world, which this year is 
taking place in osaka, japan october 29th to November 1st. 
Some of the companies on the list are well established, others are 
below the radar but unlikely to stay there for long.
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Mobile payments are a hot topic in the 
financial industry and a top priority 
for banks, and with good reason. Such 
services are a strategic opportunity for 
banks, both as a defensive play against 
new entrants, and as an opportunity for 
growth by converting cash into elec-
tronic transactions.

There are five billion mobile phones 
worldwide but only two billion people 
have a bank account. Consumers are using 
their mobile phones to make payments 
in over 130 deployments with 100 more 
planned and several new initiatives are 
announced each week. This is a growing 
market predicted to increase to 900 mil-
lion users and $1 trillion in transaction 
value by 2015, according to a recent white 
paper published by SWIFT, the global 
financial services provider.

SWIFT says it sees three areas of stra-
tegic opportunity for banks:
1.  Mobile banking — using a mobile phone 

to access a bank account and make pay-
ments — can provide more convenience 
to customers. Banks should actively 
invest in and expand this channel now, 
in particular for corporate treasurers.

2.  Mobile commerce — using a mobile 
phone to buy products — is driven by 
e-commerce companies looking to up-
lift their product sales and generate 
revenues from advertising. This is more 
a 3- to 5-year play as the customer/re-
tailer value still needs to mature. Banks 
should partner with these companies to 
learn and offer their financial services 
as part of the shopping experience.

3.  Mobile money transfers — using a mo-
bile phone to send money to someone 
— can provide a basic payments service 
to the un/under-banked in a develop-
ing country by converting cash to elec-
tronic transactions. Such services are 
currently often run on a domestic basis 
by mobile network operators, but they 
are now interconnecting to capture the 
higher-margin international person-
to-person remittances. Here, SWIFT 
recommends banks individually set up 
a joint venture with a telco as well as 
collaborate to launch their own global 
mobile money transfer services. 
Many banks have launched a mobile 

payments service or wallet, but this op-
portunity also brings challenges. There 

are many new entrants — mobile network 
operators such as Vodafone, e-commerce 
companies such as Google, retailers such 
as Carrefour, payment service providers 
such as PayPal, as well as money trans-
fer operators and card companies — all 
investing heavily in mobile payments.

This is still an immature business 
where only a few initiatives have suc-
ceeded in attracting a significant user 
base. And there is still an unclear business 
case for many banks whose management 
may wonder what is the up-sell for them 
when a payment becomes mobile and who 
may see little value in a telco-led model, 
according to the white paper.

This is also a complex market, one in 
which legal frameworks are not yet har-
monized, and technology is still evolv-
ing, and where banks may feel they lack 
expertise but have to jump in anyway.

Almost every day seems to bring an an-
nouncement of a new mobile commerce 
trial. Most involve some variation on a 
smartphone equipped with a near-field 
communication (NFC) module enabling 
customers to pay for goods and services 
without physical cash or cards.

Yet, it is fair to say that in developed 
regions none of these schemes has yet 
enjoyed mass acceptance. “Putting mo-
bile commerce in perspective, out of a 
hundred transactions that happen in the 
retail space well over 90% happen at a 
physical point of sale terminal using a 
traditional card and have nothing to do 
with mobile,” says Samantha Ghiotti, di-
rector of Anthemis Group, a consulting 
and investment firm focusing on financial 
services innovation. “About 8% of trans-
actions happen online. Just 1% or less of 

the universe of transactions happening 
today could labeled ‘mobile transactions’.”

That said, “I think a number of banks 
are beginning to realize just how immense 
the potential is in terms of transform-
ing the way businesses interact,” says 
David Sayer, global head of retail bank-
ing at KPMG International. “There are 
a number of drivers. All banks want to 
have loyal customers. But they have had 
business models where they’ve tried to 
attract disloyal customers from other 
banks. They’ve offered the best price for 
savings or short-term loans. So they get a 
lot of customers who are attracted solely 
on price, then leave them for a few basis 
points. What we’re finding with mobile 
and digital offerings is that you can attract 
loyal customers.”

Banco de Chile, for example, offers 
an app to its customers which identifies 
discounts for them at restaurants and 
retailers. “The impetus here is that it’s 
one of the few areas where banks have an 
opportunity to win quality business with 
sustainable relationships,” says Sayer. 
“The bank that comes up with applica-
tions that really tie in with mobile com-
merce systems has the potential to attract 
quite a high volume of customers and 

people are beginning to realize that.”
Wim Raymaekers, SWIFT’s head of 

banking markets, predicts that banks will 
increasingly open up their APIs for third-
party developers to develop payment ser-
vices. The APIs can stimulate creativity as 
part of an effort to make sure that, at the 
end of the day, it is the bank that is used 
for the payment, he says.

Even if banks are proactive and ap-
pear well-positioned they can not afford 
to be complacent. New entrants can 
be surprisingly nimble. KPMG’s Sayer 
sounded a word of caution for banks and 
card issuers. “A Chinese bank asked me: 
‘If Steve Jobs had gone into a bank instead 
of Pixar when he left Apple, how would 
any bank compete with that bank now?’ 
That absolutely applies in this mobile 
and e-commerce space,” he says. “[New 
entrants] can produce something that is 
just so much more convenient, quicker, 
gives more management information and 
is more reliable than any alternative.”

Jennifer L. Schenker contributed reporting 
to this story

 By NICk CLaytON

“I think a number of banks 
are beginning to realize just 
how immense the potential 
is in terms of transforming 
the way businesses interact,” 
says david Sayer, global head 
of retail banking at kPMG 
International. 

While most banks are still wondering 
whether they want to embrace data 
banking, Germany’s Fidor Bank is tar-
geting all kinds of digital assets – from 
a family’s health records to savings 
and investments through to precious 
metals, and virtual currencies, such as 
Bitcoin and Facebook Credits, and cur-
rencies used on game sites like World of 
Warcraft and airline miles. The three-
year-old virtual peer-to-peer bank is 
building its entire business around the 
idea that it can be a “trusted partner 
for storing and sharing digital assets.”

Fidor is behind a personal virtual safety 
deposit box for an individual’s or compa-
ny’s data called Fidor Safe, which is being 
tested by SWIFT in the Sibos Innotribe 
Digital Asset Grid pilot project (see the sto-
ry on pages 1-3). Fidor expects to launch the 
product commercially by early next year, 
says Fidor Bank CEO Matthias Kröner.

Fidor may be a young venture-backed 
start-up in a field populated by global gi-
ants, but it merits the industry’s attention: 

it has a full banking license in Germany 
and is now getting set to expand interna-
tionally. “Fidor Bank is the most innova-
tive bank concept out there right now,” 
Chris Skinner, a scheduled Sibos speaker 
and well-known author and commentator 
on the financial services markets, says in 
a recent blog.

The first indication that Fidor is not your 
father’s bank is that sign-on is through Face-
book Connect. The second is that the bank 
offers an interest rate on savings that is de-
termined by the number of Likes on its Fa-
cebook page. The more Facebook Likes, the 
higher the interest rate. The minimum in-
terest rate of your FidorPay account is 0.5% 
per annum.  By the 25th of each month, if 
the bank achieves a certain number of Likes, 
then a higher rate of interest is calculated 
and paid. For 22,000 Likes FidorPay will 
offer 1.5% interest per annum for the re-
mainder of the year. At the end of 2012, the 
interest rate resets again to 0.5% per annum.

Another differentiator is Fidor recog-
nizes that people increasingly calculate 

 Fidor safe, a personal virtual safety deposit box for an individual’s or company’s data
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the Future  
of banking?
Germany’s Fidor Bank is pioneering  
the banking of all kinds of digital assets

Fidor Bank doesn’t just target 
consumers with services 
like peer-to-peer lending 
and a global payment offer 
that permits account-
to-account payment or 
account-to-cash pick-up; 
it is going after corporate 
accounts, offering companies 
cost-free corporate wallets 
with interest payments on 
balances; the ability to send 
money to mobile phone 
numbers, email and social 
media domains; international 
money transactions; handling 
of virtual currencies; digital 
know-your-customer (kyc) 
services and an interface to 
accounting software.

their wealth in assets other than money. 
It lets customers assess their total buying 
power by allowing them to include new 
types of assets such as Facebook Cred-
its or Linden dollars – along with their 
regular accounts — and presents it all on 
a single page. It is currently negotiating 
with a number of providers of digital and 
game currencies. “We are in talks with 
Bitcoin and multi-browser multiple-user 
games so that we can aggregate things 
like our customers’ bonus points and air 
miles,” says Kröner.

The bank crowdsources suggestions 
from customers for new products, 
which sets it apart from other banks. 
“We are listening,” says Kröner. “Other 
banks see the Internet as a shout-out 
sales channel to push products; for us 
it is a feedback channel.”

Since Fidor realizes that it can’t de-
velop everything in house, its P2P lending 
is fully integrated with Smava, the Ger-
man equivalent of Zopa. The media firm 
Bertlesmann helps to distribute Fidor’s 
services in online virtual games, and  Fi-
dor also partners with hyperWALLET 
to provide its customers with global pay-
ments capabilities.

Fidor Bank doesn’t just target con-
sumers with services like peer-to-peer 
lending and a global payment offer that 
permits account-to-account payment or 
account-to-cash pick-up; it is going after 
corporate accounts, offering companies 
cost-free corporate wallets with interest 
payments on balances; the ability to send 
money to mobile phone numbers, email 
and social media domains; international 
money transactions; handling of virtual 
currencies; digital know-your-customer 

(KYC) services and an interface to ac-
counting software.

“Step by step we want to build a global 
business,” says Kröner, adding that Fidor 
Bank is open to franchising with e-com-
merce players and also to white-labeling 
its technology for interested financial ser-
vice institutions.

By moving early with services like data 
banking, Fidor is demonstrating that the 
future is already here. The question is 
whether traditional banks are ready for it.
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In 2008, glass blower James McKelvey 
was unable to complete a $2,000 sale of 
his glassware because a customer could 
only pay by credit card. Frustrated, he 
discussed this with a friend, Jack Dors-
ey, the founder of Twitter. By the sum-
mer of 2009, Dorsey had prototyped a 
dongle and soon after, Square launched 
as a payments start-up targeting mainly 
the un-served micro-merchant space.

Fast forward to 2012. Square’s recent 
capital raise of $200 million implies a $3.25 
billion valuation. Its valuation quadrupled 
between January and June 2011 and then 
doubled over the past year. This latest 
capital raise implies an estimated revenue 
multiple of around 30x - 40x. In contrast, 
payment companies tend to be valued be-
tween 3x and 5x revenue multiples. What 
does this mean for the industry?

From a global payments market per-
spective, Square is a small player. Its $8 
billion in payment processing volume 
annualized (announced on September 
17th 2012) is inconspicuous compared 
with Vantiv’s $426 billion in 2011 or the 
$3.8 trillion processed by Visa. The top 
eight established players processed circa 

98% of all transactions in 2011 in the US, 
exceeding $3 trillion. 

What is noteworthy, however, is that 
Square has been able to sign up some mil-
lion merchants since its launch less than 
two years ago. It is estimated that around 
eight million merchants were accepting 
credit cards in the US before Square’s 
launch. While there may be some overlap, 
Square identified a new merchant class 
eligible for card acceptance and thus grew 
the size of the market itself rather than 
undercutting other payment competitors.

Square is a typical Silicon Valley start-
up, with Twitter founder Dorsey as CEO, 
Keith Rabois, former CFO of PayPal as 
COO and a who’s who of VC funds as in-
vestors. It has raised $342 million so far, 
a number significantly beyond PayPal’s 
raise of $197 million prior to its IPO.

Square’s current valuation is based on 
more than its payment processing capa-
bilities and growth. The current product 
could offer additional services to mer-
chants, from which Square could extract 
value from consumer data and improve 
margins by moving outside the debit and 
credit card networks.

By offering a simple and transparent 
pricing model, Square has successfully im-
plemented disruptive technology to unlock 
demand in the micro-merchant payment 
space formerly not serviced by larger mer-
chant acquirers. Additionally, Square is 
now targeting the core market with, among 
others, its Starbucks partnership. 

 digiTizaTion of PaymenTs 

Technically, a payment is a set of data 
and metadata exchanged between a mer-
chant and a consumer. It includes trans-
action details (product, amount, time, 
location) and information on the con-
sumer (social ID, spending habits, past 
transactions) and the merchant (social 
ID, customer data, inventory data). Square 
is uniquely positioned to capture all this 
data. The receipts Square produces are a 
web page containing all the information 
relevant to the transaction. In fact, Square 
is essentially a big data company, able to 
leverage its aggregated sales, consumer and 
merchant data to generate insights into its 
own business as well as to trace spending 
patterns for consumers and merchants.

As society goes increasingly cashless, 
this data will prove to be more valuable 
than the primary payments services pro-
vided by such companies. It will help 
“close the loop” for offline transactions 
(tracking that purchase back to the origi-
nating source). Additionally, Square could 
utilize this data to create new businesses.

Square brings a unique Silicon Val-
ley approach to product distribution. It 
has bridged the gap between an increas-
ingly cashless society and the lack of an 
appropriate digital infrastructure. Like 
Amazon and PayPal at their time, it is 
a digitally native company addressing a 
digital conversion problem.

Second, it leverages other platforms, 
in this case Apple and Android smart-
phone platforms. Because it uses the jack 
input, the dongle is a universal and cheap 
add-on. Additionally it has retail partner-
ships with some of the biggest players 
(Apple Store, Wal-Mart, Best Buy, Target, 
et al.). Since Square needs to grow both 
the merchant and the customer side of 
the market, partnering with Starbucks 
will bring an important supplement to 
its customer user base. 

Square’s pricing reflects how it ca-
ters to merchants of all sizes: there’s a 
fixed fee of 2.75% per transaction or a 
fixed monthly fee of $275 per month. 
Square also provides analytics to small 
businesses, much in the same manner as 
Google Analytics. It has also realized that 
anyone could be a merchant and adapted 
its onboarding process accordingly. It 
only takes three minutes to be accepted 
as a Square merchant. According to state-
ments made by Keith Rabois, Square is 
also experimenting with social validation, 

leveraging data from Twitter and Yelp to 
validate merchants.

What’s more, Square Wallet allows 
payments to be authorized simply by 
saying your name. As is often said, Ama-
zon, with its barcode scanning and image 
recognition app, has the best bricks-and-
mortar network in the world: the stores 
of all the other retail outlets! A simplified, 
seamless in-store payment experience, as 
demonstrated by Apple and now Square, 
may be the answer to this trend.

Due to the way it is set up, Square is in a 
good position to benefit from a post-credit 
card payment landscape. With Square 
Register, Square Wallet, and now Square 
Directory, it has full control of the pay-
ment experience, with the credit card 
hidden in the back.

Square Directory is a web-based 
search engine that allows users to find 
new merchants based on location and 
the particular items they are looking for 
at the time. The service already has over 
200,000 businesses listed in its directory. 
The combination of these Square services 
results in a customer-centric user experi-
ence. And, unlike other wallets, Square 
displays the location cards instead of the 
payment cards, in effect putting the credit 
card out of the view of the customer.

Alternative payments are not solely 
card-based and as such, eWallets can be 
funded by a variety of sources such as a 
bank account, pre-paid card or credit and 
debit cards. When the customer only sees 
the mobile payment layer, the underlying 
product matters less in the experience. 
This gives Square the flexibility to switch 
the payment means from a credit card to 
another solution, without disrupting the 
front-end payment for either the mer-
chant or the customer.

Square’s payment volume has been 
growing rapidly. It took PayPal 18 months 
after launch to process $8 million a day, 
while Square achieved this in half the 
time. With an $8 billion annual payment 
volume, Square’s revenue could well 
be in the $220 million range. However, 
due to the nature of its business, it is es-
timated that around 60% of its revenue 
goes towards issuing banks and payment 
processing. With this in mind, it is likely 
that Square could hit $100 million in net 
revenue in 2013.

It is not yet certain that Square’s dis-
ruptive model will translate into a sus-
tainable business. But Square’s progress 
implies strong competition to established 
merchant acquirers and payment proces-
sors. It is up to established players to write 
a different future.

square: from dongle to domination

yann Ranchere

With today’s economic uncertainty, 
some may question whether this is a 
good time to be discussing disruptive 
innovation in banking. I would argue 
there is no better time than now. For 
starters, the business models of the re-
tail branch bank were developed dec-
ades ago and no longer fit most people’s 
lifestyles and needs. The world is chang-
ing rapidly but banking really hasn’t 
kept up with the pace.

The second reason is that we live in a 
very special time when we have never had 
so many powerful tools and sophisticated 
infrastructure to build solutions. Tech-
nology has never reached or impacted as 
many people as it does today. There are 
6.4 billion wireless connections, which 
reach 80% of the total world population. 
Within five years 80% of the world’s popu-
lation will have Internet access – primarily 
through smart mobile connections. Right 
now there are over 900 million monthly 
active users on Facebook. There are 340 
million tweets sent every day, and 6.1 tril-
lion SMS text messages every year. This is 
changing everything – the way we inter-
act, shop, learn, bank, heal, stay healthy, 
entertain, and live.

 disRuPTions and innovaTions 

I have had the privilege recently of 
working with many banking innovators 
on three continents to deliver mobile fi-
nancial services that empower people’s 
life and work. I have been deeply moved 
— sometimes to tears — to see how digital 
communications technology is improving 
people’s lives. In Africa, people for the 

first time feel truly empowered, and a part 
of more than just their village, when they 
used their cell phones to fight corruption. 
Child soldiers exchange guns for mobile 
phones. In the Middle East women activ-
ists use Twitter to fight for equal rights for 
women. In India, hard-working parents 
sacrifice and save to purchase computers 

to make sure their children have a better 
education and better life.

My book, BankRUPT: Why Banking is 
Broken, How it can be Transformed, takes 
a hard look at banking today, especially 
large banks. The book has three parts. 
The first part addresses why banking is 
so broken, including insights into how 
we got to this place. The second section 
looks at typical families and how the 
banking crisis has impacted them. The 
third part examines what can be done: 
how can banking make big changes that 
will translate into a very different kind 
of banking that serves the needs of the 
average family and helps small businesses.

What is fascinating about the time we 
live in is that we are first seeing many 
of these disruptions and innovations 

happen in far-away places like India 
and Africa. So, although the developed 
world is impressed with the technical 
innovations of PayPal and Square, these 
models are mostly about added conveni-
ence for those who are already receiv-
ing service. This is good innovation, but 
lacks the breakthrough quality we see in 
branchless banking, innovative credit, 
and mobile payments in Africa and Asia. 
Here we see whole new models of bank-
ing, credit, and payments emerge that are 
different not only because the access point 
is mobile, but because the value chain, 
business models and infrastructure are 
transformed to be fundamentally lower-
cost while increasing reach.

 TRansfoRming Banking 

I believe banks are working hard to 
become consumer-centric, drive down 
costs, revise business models, and be well 
positioned to deliver more value. Mobile, 
cloud computing and big data are help-
ing them achieve this. Yet my belief is 
these innovations will get them back to 
where they should be, but will not create 
future global leadership in banking or 
true financial inclusion. This will require 
disruption – change that is discontinuous. 
If banks want to keep from fading into 
the background and decreasing in im-
portance, they must do even more. They 
must participate in disruptive change.

The goal of my BankRUPT book is not 
to provide all the answers, but to ignite 
the conversation. There is a need for 
change and investment in modern infra-
structure, similar to what is happening 
in India. India, which traditionally has 
been slow moving to change banking, has 
recently stepped up the pace of change 
and investment with projects like Aadhaar 
(the brand name for the country’s Unique 
Identification Number) and the Inter-
bank Mobile Payment Service (IMPS). 
Government initiatives combined with 
private sector-led investments by banks, 
telcos and microfinance institutions have 
set the stage for rapid increase in bank 
accounts, cards and electronic transac-
tion volumes. This modern infrastructure 
will drive a “richer” banking environment 
while enabling commercial and govern-
ment efficiency.

What is needed is to transform banking 
in more places than India. It is not far-
fetched to say that within five years nearly 
every human being on the planet Earth 
will have access to the Internet and rich 
data services. Sooner than you imagine, 
we can have a banking system designed 
for seven billion people. It’s starting to 
happen right now in densely-populated 
places like India and Kenya, and it will 
impact how banking is done everywhere.

 
By by CaROL ReaLINI, authOR OF  
BankRUPT:  Why Banking is BRoken and hoW iT Can Be TRansfoRmed

 
By yaNN RaNCheRe, dIrEcTor AT ANThEMIS GrouP

Carol Realini, Silicon Valley entrepreneur. her book examines the problems that afflict today’s biggest banks and 
suggests ways they can transform themselves using disruptive innovation to reconnect with their customers.

I believe banks are working 
hard to become consumer-
centric, drive down costs, 
revise business models, and 
be well positioned to deliver 
more value. Mobile, cloud 
computing and big data are 
helping them achieve this. yet 
my belief is these innovations 
will get them back to where 
they should be, but will 
not create future global 
leadership in banking or true 
financial inclusion. This will 
require disruption – change 
that is discontinuous. If banks 
want to keep from fading 
into the background and 
decreasing in importance, 
they must do even more.

banking Needs to  
be Reinvented Now
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the more than 2,000-strong community of 
Linux developers, Bauwens says. So IBM 
started adapting to the Linux commu-
nity’s rules. Soon, IBM started using the 
community’s techniques in other areas, 
introducing “idea jams” and experiment-
ing with other collaborative practices.

“It’s by no means easy, but it can also 
be a competitive advantage to do so,” 
Bauwens says. “Procter & Gamble now 
sources 50% of its new products through 
open innovation. That certainly tells you 
that it’s possible.”

Banks are starting to see the benefits of 
more collaboration with the outside: ING, 
Credit Agricole and AXA have all recently 
launched initiatives to invite external de-
velopers to help create new services that 
support their customers’ needs.

Start-ups can also help big traditional 

players improve their own performance. 
For example, Kaggle, a social network, al-
lows organizations to farm out challenges 
to a community of professional and ama-
teur mathematicians, programmers, re-
searchers and scientists to improve their 
algorithms. In exchange, Kaggle offers 
rewards ranging from kudos to millions 
of dollars. One of its recent clients was an 
insurance company that was offering $3 
million to whomever could help improve 
the algorithms for claims in the next year, 
based on its past 20-year history.

 THe value of daTa 

But computers can now uncover more 
data, patterns and complexities than hu-
mans can grasp, so software tools are in-
creasingly needed to help augment the 

human ability to perceive what’s going on.
Public data and computing power com-

bined with creativity are setting off a tec-
tonic shift in the information landscape, 
says Sean Gourley, co-founder of Quid, 
whose software captures diverse sources 
of data and structures for decision makers.

“In years gone by, it was the data that 
you had yourself and the information you 
had yourself that was the most valuable,” 
says Gourley, one of the speakers invited 
by Innotribe. “But it’s shifting to a world 
now where there’s more data and more 
complete data from open sources, unclas-
sified news reports or blogs, social media 
landscapes, even down to sensors and 
people’s phones, and you can start to be 
able to piece this together. If you can do 
it right it’s a more complete data set than 
any one source.”

A tech company, for example, can tri-
angulate what its competitor’s next move 
might be from the patterns and contra-
dictions emerging from patent filings, 
acquisitions, partnerships, and executives’ 
public statements, Gourley says. “You 
start to see the pieces come together.”

The banking industry is just starting 
to wake up to the opportunities that big 
data offers.

“The irony of financial services is at the 
root of it: the data is the business,” says 
Victor Dossey, who worked in banking for 
two decades before becoming Microsoft’s 
banking technology strategist five years 
ago. “We have some buildings and we 
have some people, some history, but it’s 
really the processing of the data and the 
leverage of that data that is a core piece of 
the business. It seems as an industry we’re 
only coming alive and starting to realize 
that and make more use of it.”

Citibank, for example, has taken its 
data, cleansed it to protect privacy, and 
delivered it back to its corporate custom-
ers to help them understand new trends 
and opportunities and how others are 
reacting, he says. “What banks are finding 
is since they have this data there are ways 
they can provide this out to the world 
for value,” says Dossey. Creating such 
services will help generate new revenue 
streams and, at the same time, promises 
to help banks reboot their own business.

Corporations are sometimes locked 
into doing things a certain way even if 
no one is happy with the results. That’s 
why Allevo, a small Bucharest-based 
software developer, decided to offer 
banks a get-out-of-jail card.

“A payment is a payment,” says Corina 
Mihalache, director of business analysis 
at Allevo. “It’s processed in the same way. 
Banks use different applications but it’s all 
done the same way. We think that finan-
cial institutions should not compete at the 
back-office level. They should compete at 
the level of customer offerings.”

So, Allevo decided to change its busi-
ness model. The company will no longer 
sell it back-end program for banks, which 
includes core banking and office applica-
tions as well as connecting back offices 
to SWIFT and other market networks; 
it will instead make its products open 
source and offer them to financial institu-
tions for free.

Maintaining and updating the back-
end software was holding Allevo back 
from creating next-generation banking 
software, she says. “We’re like prisoners 
with our customers,” says Mihalache. 
“They are in our prison because they are 
using our application; they’re dependent 
on us, and we’re in their prison because 
we have to maintain the application for 
them. It’s not a very nice view of the fu-
ture. We had to find some way get rid of 
that and go further.”

 sHaRing ideas 

Using an open-source model. “we will 
lose a large part of our income that we 
receive from licensing, but we hope to 
gain income from the services that we 
will provide to the larger community of 
application adopters and also to bring our 
development resources to more creative 
projects,” she says.

In May, the company held an event to 
introduce the idea to some of its banking 
and corporate customers. It braced for 
the banks to be perplexed by the idea of 
sharing updates and improvements, says 
Mihalache, a scheduled speaker at Sibos, 
the global banking conference, which 
will take place October 29-November 1 
in Osaka, Japan. But she says banks were 
surprisingly enthusiastic and now are 
trying to work together like the Linux 
community. “It means they don’t have 
to reinvent the wheel and can see how 
another bank already solved a problem,” 
she says. “They can share ideas.”

Welcome to Business 3.0, a world 
where large corporations – including 
banks — are doing what would have been 
unthinkable only a short time ago: adopt-
ing the Linux culture and accepting that 
crowd-sourcing can make them better 
at what they do, opening their APIs and 
learning how to best leverage big data. 
Open source, big data and hyperconnec-
tivity will all be topics at Sibos during 
sessions organized by Innotribe, the in-
novation arm of SWIFT.

Michel Bauwens, founder of the P2P 
Foundation, which studies the impact of 
peer-to-peer technology on society and 
business, is scheduled to talk to banks 
about the benefits that can be reaped 
from crowd-sourcing innovation. Peer-
to-peer communications is changing the 
way businesses communicate with cus-

tomers and the way products get built, he 
says. “What it means is the basic logic of a 
company marketing to isolated consumers 
is no longer valid. You are now inevitably 
dealing with communities so this does not 
just mean that people can talk back to you; 
they can also talk to each other. But most 
importantly they can do things together. 
A lot of things that used to be done by the 
government or corporations can now be 
done by communities.”

The WikiSpeed open-source car, 
which boasts a fuel efficiency of 100 miles 
per gallon — four or five times better than 
U.S. automakers — is a case in point. The 
car is modular so people around the world 
can improve parts of the design and the 
car itself can be replicated with a series 
of interconnected 3D printers. “There 
are just a few of these cars driving but 

the important thing is it’s a proof of con-
cept that communities can do this fairly 
quickly,” says Bauwens. “This was done 
in three months, design and everything.”

In Melbourne, Australia, a hacker com-
munity plans to launch a peer-to-peer 
satellite next year. The satellite is being 
built using open-source Arduino moth-
erboards and research institutions have 
helped fund the project by pre-paying to 
send up payloads.

 linux communiTy Rules  

Like banks, other big companies are 
starting to embrace the Linux approach 
to innovation. When IBM adopted the 
Linux open-source operating system for 
its in-house systems, it found its manage-
ment procedures could not keep up with 

Rebooting    Business
 

By d’aRCy dORaN

Welcome to Business 
3.0, a world where large 
corporations – including 
banks — are doing what 
would have been unthinkable 
only a short time ago: 
adopting the linux culture 
and accepting that crowd-
sourcing can make them 
better at what they do, 
opening their APIs and 
using big data to offer their 
customers innovative new 
services. 

Corina Mihalache, director of business analysis at AllevoP2P Foundation’s Michael bauwens
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and bring them inside and scale them 
rather than just say ‘This is going to be 
happening to us’,” says Kay.

Citi Ventures met with more than 600 
start-ups last year and invested in eight 
of them, Kay says, adding the group put 
down roots in Silicon Valley and Shanghai 
so it can spot developments sooner and 
bring new ideas to the market faster.

“A start-up can go from an idea, rent 
server space and get something scaled 
with a credit card,” he says. “It’s amazing 
the speed at which disruption is happen-
ing, especially in financial services.”

J.P. Morgan has brought thinking 
from Silicon Valley in-house to promote 
change. Vipul Shah said he joined the 
bank as its global head of strategy and 
business development for its treasury 
services business after years at PayPal to 
push J.P. Morgan’s business models and 
technologies into new territory.

“There is a recognition that did not 
exist not that long ago around, ‘Look we 

can’t take our eye off the ball in terms 
of how we continue to drive new value 
to our clients’,” Shah says. “Technology 
has accelerated dramatically in the last 
decade or so, the lines are blurring, and 
what newer players are able to bring 
to the table is fresh and innovative 
thinking around how we can blur those 
lines,” he says.

Start-ups see payments in terms of 
what is technologically possible, not the 
distinctions that banks hold onto, due to 
the historic evolution of processes. New 
players may see no reason to draw lines 
between high-value or low-value, high-
speed or low-speed, urgent or non-urgent, 
domestic or international payments. Shah 
says.” I do think there’s a symbiosis that 

can occur with banks retaining that very 
critical responsibility as a trusted agent 
and then also seeking to integrate new 
capabilities and opportunities that the 
emerging player will bring,” he adds.

Regulation will be the biggest barrier 
to change. A “thick layer” of rules aimed 
to stop money laundering or terrorist fi-
nancing will limit innovative payment 
technologies in the wholesale space, Shah 
says. But he predicts consumers will push 
innovation along by demanding services 
on cell phones or other mobile devices 
and by migrating to cheaper or more ef-
ficient payment systems.

“We’ve got to make sure that we are 
pushing the envelope on driving value 
for our customers or somebody else will,” 
Shah says. “They’ll rightfully take share 
from the banks.”

As new technologies begin to shake the financial services 
landscape, experts say banks need to embrace innovation by 
finding new partners and new business models. Banks should 
be asking themselves: “Where is the market going? how do I 
react to the fact that pricing on my transactions is going to fall to 
zero? how do I re-engineer my systems to monetize data? how 
do I work with other peoplein the value chain so that they can 
work with my infrastructure?”

It is becoming increasingly clear that there is enormous economic value in digital data. companies that make sense of it will be the winners in the networked economy

Payments are the Internet’s next fron-
tier, says Manu Sporny, who chairs the 
web payments group at the World Wide 
Web Consortium, the organization that 
sets Internet standards. Then why is it 
that Google, Apple, Facebook, Twitter 
and IBM all participate in the organiza-
tion but large financial institutions are 
conspicuously absent?

“That’s the type of reach that banks 
need to think about when they think 
about standards — how people in the 
future are going to communicate with 
one another,” Sporny says.  Sporny is 
leading work on the consortium’s pay-
ments protocol, PaySwarm, a license-
free, royalty-free, online payment system 
that gives anyone with a website the tools 
to collect small or large payments and 
raise funds through crowd-sourcing. 
Like other emerging payment systems, 
it has the potential to cut banks out of 
transactions. But Sporny hopes banks can 
use PaySwarm to develop new services. 
“It’s possible the old banking model will 
be disrupted, but with the system that 
we’re building we hope that the banks 
end up disrupting themselves and move 
forward,” he says.

Payswarm is expected to launch be-
fore year-end as a free plug-in feature 
for WordPress sites, which account for 
nearly a fifth of all web sites. It’s a long-
term project aimed at making instant 
micropayments of just a few cents pos-
sible to help content creators generate 
income from their web sites. Payswarm 
boasts military-grade security and anyone 
can put money into the system using any 
credit card or U.S. bank account, much 
like PayPal or Dwolla.

“We’re solving the hard problems at 
the World Wide Web Consortium in the 
web payments group,” says Sporny. “All 
the banks need to do is join and partici-
pate if they want to have input into the 
direction of these standards and specifica-
tions,” Sporny says.

It is in their interest to do so. Few of the 
new generation of consumers may have 
set foot in a branch, but many are dip-
ping their toes into new payment systems 
that cut banks out of the picture. Dwolla, 
for example, a 12-person start-up in Des 
Moines, Iowa, offers a disruptive online 
payment system that processes between 
$30 million and $50 million a month in 
transactions online and through mobile 
phones. Its lower fees save customers 

2%-8% on traditional transactions; they 
also don’t charge the typical 30-cent pro-
cessing fee. 

“People don’t realize how quickly 
change can happen,” says Uday Goyal, 
the founder of seed investor Anthemis 
Group, pointing to the speed at which 
Amazon created a virtual business end-
to-end by digitizing first the distribution 
of books and then books themselves. It 
reshaped a centuries-old industry and 
closed thousands of book stores. “What’s 
fascinating is if you think about financial 
services, you don’t really need to go down 
all those steps because the product itself is 
already digital. There is no physical mani-
festation of a financial product,” he says, 
during an interview in his office overlook-
ing London’s bustling Oxford Circus. “In 
the next two to five years, there will be 
a massive contraction in the number of 
branches for a number of banks in more 
developed markets.”

As new technologies begin to shake 
the financial services landscape, experts 
say banks need to embrace innovation by 
finding new partners and new business 
models. Banks should be asking them-
selves: “Where is the market going? How 
do I react to the fact the pricing on my 
transactions is going to fall to zero? How 
do I re-engineer my systems to let’s say 
monetize data? How do I work with other 
people in the value chain so that they can 
work with my infrastructure,” says Goyal, 
who was previously a senior technology 
adviser at Deutsche Bank and Credit Sui-
sse and is a member of Swift’s enabler 
committee, which looks at innovation 
and new initiatives.

Through Anthemis, he now identifies 
and invests in start-ups that are challeng-
ing old banking practices and structures 
that were inherited from the industrial 
age, and replacing them with cheaper and 
more efficient information-age solutions. 
One of them is Germany’s user-friendly, 
customer-centric Fidor Bank (see the sto-
ry on page 11). “If you look at customers 
per employee or revenue per employee, or 
any one of their metrics, they’re 100 times 
or 1,000 times more efficient than a big 
bank and that’s because they haven’t had 
the legacy of the existing infrastructure 
to fight with,” Goyal says. The future, he 
says, might be banks like Fidor which 
engage customers and build innovative 
products, while traditional institutions 
safeguard the money at the back end.

“Banks are going to have to realize they 
can no longer own the whole value chain 
over the next two to five years because 
that customer distribution and the in-
novation around that distribution is go-
ing to happen outside them,” says Goyal. 
“The ones that embrace the opportunity 
to work with these companies I think are 
the ones that are going to survive.”

Moving close to developers in Silicon 
Valley is part of Citibank’s strategy for 
keeping pace with change. Chris Kay 
leads the Palo Alto-based Citi Ventures 

team, which hunts for new business mod-
els and technologies. “The intention of 
going out and partnering with start-ups 
and entrepreneurs is part of a broader 
strategy to make sure that we remain at 
least a step ahead of what our clients and 
our customers need,” Kay says.

“What banks need to do, and what 
we’re trying to do, is to be in the flow of 
those trends it’s better to be at the table 
with these entrepreneurs and looking for 
opportunities for us to get better and to 
take some of their new ways of thinking 

Will Payswarm prove to be banks’ friend or foe?

Can banks disrupt 
themselves?

 By d’aRCy dORaN
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With mobile money transfers poten-
tially a gateway to other mobile banking 
services and with the number of people 
using mobile banking forecast to soar, 
the market is too big to ignore.

The increased use of mobile money 
transfer services is expected to give a 
push to all aspects of mobile banking be-
cause as people receive money on their 
mobile phones there will inevitably be 
an increase in the use of other mobile 
banking services, the proliferation of the 
mobile wallet and ultimately the margin-
alization of cash.

It is little wonder then that a battle is 
brewing as companies and whole indus-
tries begin to tussle for the biggest slice of 

the multi-billion-dollar industry. Mobile 
operators have an early lead. Vodafone 
Money Transfer in Qatar, for example, 
offers the more than one million expatri-
ate workers in the country a way to send 
money home from their mobile phones. 
There are also partnerships that have 
mobile network operators linking with 
money transfer operators: M-Pesa has 
teamed with Western Union; telcos are 
working with credit card companies, such 
as pan-African mobile operator MTN’s 
deal with Visa.

 “Mobile money transfer is definitely 
an opportunity for telcos, but whether 
that becomes an opportunity for banks 
remains to be seen,” says Jojo Malolos, 

an industry consultant and expert in mo-
bile banking and payments. “They really 
need to cooperate and the consumer will 
benefit if they do.”

Telecommunications companies and 
banks are only two pieces of the equa-
tion that also includes large retailers, pay-
ment service providers like PayPal and 
start-up money transfer operators that 
are all looking to claim their share of the 
pie. For example, London-based start-up 
The Currency Cloud’s service enables 
businesses to send, receive, track and au-
tomate their cross-currency payments 
process, significantly lowering costs while 
increasing control and transparency. Over 
250,000 businesses and consumers have 

access to the company’s cross-border pay-
ment capabilities through 100 application 
partners and financial institutions. The 
Currency Cloud and others like it are 
gaining market share by offering simple 
interfaces and charging much lower fees 
than banks traditionally do for a money 
transfer.

Partnering is an option. The Cur-
rency Cloud’s customers are small and 
medium-sized businesses that are not 
being served well or at all by traditional 
banks. “The banks which get it and work 
with someone like ourselves can open up 
what they are doing to a whole different 
customer set,” says Currency Cloud CEO 
Michael Laven.

 exPloding maRkeT 

A World Bank study from 2010 esti-
mated that the more than 200 million 
migrant workers around the world were 
remitting $300 billion a year. Hanna says 
most estimates radically underestimate 
the market’s potential now that mobile 
phones have become a “neutralizer.” You 
no longer need a bank or even a Western 
Union to send money home as a mobile 
phone can do the job more easily and 
cheaply. If you add domestic remittances 
into the equation the pie is even bigger. 
More than 200 million Chinese workers 
have moved to their country’s coast for 
work and in the United States as much as 
a quarter of the population is unbanked, 
Hanna says.

Despite the size of the mobile banking 
pie – estimates are that there are five bil-
lion mobile phones and two billion people 
with a bank account – banks are unlikely 
to prioritize mobile money transfer ser-
vices and will inevitably struggle to com-
pete if they do not partner with service 
providers with expertise and experience 
who can provide much of the infrastruc-
ture, says Hanna.

Telecommunications service providers 
are destined to play a pivotal role in the 
future of mobile money transfers because 
they provide a “last mile to consumers for 
banks,” says Carol Realini, an industry 
consultant who founded mobile money 
company Obopay and recently published 
BankRUPT: Why Banking Is Broken And 
How It Can Be Transformed (see the 
guest essay on page 13).

“People in India live an average eight 
hours away from a bank and a five-min-
ute walk from a place to top off their 
cell phone credit,” says Realini. “The 
telcos had to create a retail network so 
consumers could buy credit and other 
services. One Indian telco says it has a 
million places where you can add credit 
and what mobile money does is tap that 

retail network. You use it to sign people 
up, load and unload cash. It creates a mas-
sive retail reach that banks can’t get with 
branches or even with ATMs.”

While there are technological and 
regulatory mines along the road to mobile 
money transfer, the bigger challenge for 
phone companies and banks will probably 
be finding a business plan that works. 
Making money on small depositors has 
always been a challenge for banks, but 
mobile banking in general and mobile 
money transfer in particular offer hope 
because there is the chance to partner 
with mobile companies, helping the banks 
avoid the need for physical infrastructure. 
Yet doubts about feasibility remain for 
many in the industry.

“I’d meet with a bank and we’d talk 
about what they are trying to do and 
they’d listen attentively,” says Realini. 
“Then later when we were no longer in 
a formal setting, maybe at dinner, they’d 

let their hair down, take me aside and 
say, ‘we just don’t believe we can make 
money on mobile money. We have tried, 
the government has pressured us to do 
it, we know it’s the right thing to do, but 
we don’t think we can make money.’ Now 
they have evolved and have begun to see 
the light at the end of the tunnel.”

Banks in advanced western economies 
have also begun to see there is a chance 
to use mobile money services, includ-
ing mobile money transfers, to reach the 
under-banked part of the population. 
However, in heavily-banked countries, 
where banks have traditionally charged 
high fees on wire transfers, inevitably 
there has been pushback as some players 
seek to delay what industry insiders are 
calling inevitable change.

 sTRaTegic oPPoRTuniTy 

Banks need to “consider bolder moves” 
both on their own and in setting up joint 
ventures as they approach the mobile 
money transfer market, according to a 
white paper published in May by SWIFT, 
a global financial services provider. The 
white paper lists mobile money transfer as 
one of three areas of strategic opportunity 
for banks in mobile, the other two being 
mobile banking and mobile commerce.

In addition to the need for coopera-
tion, the SWIFT paper lists two other 
obstacles to the growth of the mobile 
money transfer market: interoperability 
and regulation. Interoperability, building 
systems so somebody can send money 
from one platform and have it accepted on 
the other side with a different platform, 
can be difficult as companies are often 
reticent to partner. The SWIFT white 
paper notes the rarity of interconnecting 
systems though mentions some successes 
including G-Cash’s bilateral agreements 
and Western Union’s links to M-Pesa, 
which is used in Kenya and Tanzania.

Regulation is another thorny issue, 
there to protect consumers, but often 

making it difficult for companies to of-
fer relevant services.

“Mobile money transfer has evolved 
so fast that regulators haven’t caught on 
and have the tendency to over-regulate,” 
says Hanna. “They will put regulations 
on a cellular phone company for a $20 
transfer that is the same as what is put on 
a bank for a $5,000 transfer. Regulators 
need to understand the business model 
and facilitate it.”

Mobile money transfer, like other mo-
bile money services, is developing first 
in markets where a large proportion of 
the population does not have access to 
banks. Kenya, where the regulator has 
let the phone companies carry out many 
functions other countries have reserved 
for banks, has become one of the world’s 
most advanced mobile money markets. In 
the Philippines and Pakistan phone com-
panies can offer some banking services 
under the supervision of a bank. India 
is starting to open up though stringent 
regulation has kept most of the country’s 
one billion mobile phone users from ac-
cessing banking services.

“The most interesting things are hap-
pening in Africa and soon western coun-
tries will be looking there and in India and 
China to see what works,” says Malolos.

Despite the challenges ahead, Hanna 
expects in three years there will be a “per-
fect storm” in which the right regulations 
line up with infrastructure roll-out and 
take-up. At that point the true power of 
the world’s five billion cell phones will 
be unleashed and the real potential for 
mobile money transfer will start to be 
realized. Whether banks will be able to 
fully benefit depends on the moves they 
make now.

Banks need to “consider 
bolder moves” both on their 
own and in setting up joint 
ventures as they approach 
the mobile money transfer 
market, according to a white 
paper published in May by 
SWIFT, a global financial 
services provider. The white 
paper lists mobile money 
transfer as one of three areas 
of strategic opportunity for 
banks in mobile, the other 
two being mobile banking 
and mobile commerce.
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In The uk wITh The goal of InspIrIng enTrepreneurshIp, InnovaTIon and economIc 
prosperITy. ThIs year, The sIx-day conference Is focused on ‘scalIng up’ 
Technology BusInesses. InformIlo Is an offIcIal medIa parTner of The evenT; The 
magazIne wIll Be dIsTrIBuTed In mulTIple locaTIons.

le weB: aN aNNuaL MeetINg IN PaRIs whIch aTTracTs over 3,000 of The Top players 
In The InTerneT secTor.

a range of opporTunITIes are avaIlaBle for sponsors wIshIng To reach and 
Influence enTrepreneurs and InvesTors In These TargeTed puBlIcaTIons.

FOR MORe INFORMatION ON adveRtIsINg Rates aNd INFORMILO’s edItORIaL CaLeNdaR CONtaCt 
saLes@INFORMILO.COM OR CaLL 33-1-81298550

aCCess the MedIa kIts  
at www.INFORMILO.COM

Migrant workers around the world are remitting $300 billion a year and the increased use 
of mobile money transfer services is expected to boost all aspects of mobile banking.
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Customer retention

Customer acquisition

Improving efficiency

Cost savings

Creating new market (new payment 
method/new customer segment)

Meeting challenges from competitors

brand positioning

key dRIveRs

key drivers of and barriers to Innovation in Mobile Payments by banks (% of respondents)

key baRRIeRs
attitude to change (from traditional approaches)

building business case

security concerns for new technologies

Restrictions on market access

Constrained by regulation

Restrictions on market entry across borders

Constrained by legacy systems

Isolated business silos

Interoperability across service providers

Less incentive for collaboration in R&d

Need for standardization

Note: charts represent weighted results of respondents indicating the drivers and barriers as “Very Important” or “Extremely 
Important,” based on total 30 responses (from banks) in WPr 2012 Executive Survey; the percentage for “Building business 
case” as a barrier is a weighted average of several component parameters from the WPr 2012 Executive Survey.

Source: capgemini Analysis 2012; WPr 2012 Executive Survey, 2012




